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ABSTRACT 

 

Identification of a lodging brand's competitive set is a necessary prerequisite to the formulation 

of effective marketing strategies. The authors use analytical techniques established in empirical 

studies of consumer packaged goods markets to analyze market share and brand switching. They 

show, for the first time, that competitive sets of hotel brands can be characterized in terms of 

consumer characteristics such as usage context and level, post-purchase satisfaction and 

demographic measures. The implications of the results for the formulation of marketing strategy 

are discussed. 
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DEFINING COMPETITIVE SETS OF HOTEL BRANDS THROUGH ANALYSIS OF 

CUSTOMER BRAND SWITCHING 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 It is widely recognized that the strength of a firm’s competitive market position is the 

basis for a sound strategic market plan (cf. Cravens 1991, Jain 1993). Over the last 20 years, 

there have been a number of studies that have conceptually and empirically investigated the 

grouping of firms in consumer and industrial markets in order to derive industry structure. Two 

streams of literature have dominated this effort. In the strategic management literature, the work 

of Hunt (1972) provided the impetus for studies of “strategic groups” in a number of industries 

(e.g., Newman 1978, Cool and Shendel 1987, Fiegenbaum and Thomas 1990, Lewis and Thomas 

1990). In the marketing literature, the work of Hemiter (1974) and Hendry (1976) provided the 

impetus for a number of studies that attempted to derive market structure and competition based 

on brand switching (e.g., Hauser and Wisniewski 1982, Fraser and Bradford 1983, Grover and 

Srinivasan 1987, Jain et al. 1990, Bucklin and Srinivasan 1991). The focus of our effort is to 

unite and extend these two streams of literature in an application to the hotel industry. In doing 

so, we hope to improve our understanding of the concept that lies at the intersection: competitive 

sets of hotel brands. 

 

BACKGROUND 

 Frequently purchased consumer packaged goods markets have provided marketing 

scholars in recent years with an abundant source of descriptive data on household purchase 

behavior to derive market structure. This is because reliable scanner data on multiple purchases 
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by a large number of households are available for academic research and are fertile ground for 

building and testing theories of consumer behavior and marketing strategy. Other product genres, 

such as consumer durables and consumer services, have not afforded the same data opportunities 

and thus have not been studied at the same level of empirical detail. While some of the 

information that scanner panels yield is obtainable for these other types of consumer markets 

through purchase recall surveys, such surveys involve higher data collection costs and loss of 

reliability due to recall errors and observer effects (Cooper and Nakanishi 1988, Chapter 4). 

 Carefully designed survey research can produce the same types of results as those which 

come from the study of scanner data for a consumer packaged goods market. These results 

include brand switching patterns, purchase frequency and price elasticities (Bucklin and 

Srinivasan 1991). Some of the variables that consumer researchers might ideally like to measure, 

such as post-purchase satisfaction and product usage situations or context, are measurable only 

through surveys. Ideally, these variables would be included in the type of study conducted by 

Bucklin and Srinivasan. 

 In studies of strategic groups (see McGee and Thomas 1986, and Thomas and 

Venkatraman 1988, for a review), the method used to derive these groups is almost exclusively 

limited to “supply-side” indices: finan cial and operating ratios. In an assessment of this 

methodology, Cool and Dierickx (1993) comment: 

[Strategic group theorists] assume that the different sets of firms compete for the same 

customers. If markets are segmented, strategic group structure matters only to the extent 

that different strategic groups target the same market segments, (p. 49) 
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 Therefore, in segmented markets where different groups of firms are targeting different 

segments, we need a method of deriving segment specific strategic groups or competitive sets 

that are customer or user based. After all, the ultimate judge of the competitive set is the 

customer that chooses one brand over the other under similar circumstances (Cravens 1991). 

 In this paper, we pursue the possibility of combining market structure analysis-through 

survey data on reported usage-with broader variables such as demographics and attitude 

measures to derive competitive sets. This allows, among other things, analysis of brand 

switching segments (corresponding to brand set partitions-see Bass 1974, Grover and Srinivasan 

1987 and Jain et al.1990) in terms of broader consumer characteristics; and, as discussed above, 

our approach provides some “face validity” support for these methods of brand switching-based 

competitive set analysis. 

 We extend the current marketing and strategic management literature by showing that 

brand switching segment-partitions or strategic groups can be characterized in terms of 

competitive sets corresponding to market segments derived on the basis of price tier, usage 

levels, satisfaction ratings, the amount of total switching and demographic characteristics. We 

extend the hospitality marketing literature by showing that existing techniques for analyzing 

consumer packaged goods markets can be used to illuminate how hotel chains compete with one 

another. 

 We intend for this contribution to (a) help stimulate further empirical research on 

hospitality market structures and (b) to enable hospitality managers to apply the methods used 

here to develop competitive marketing strategy. 
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BRAND SWITCHING AND MARKET PARTITIONING STUDIES 

 In this paper, we apply a variant of one of the state-of-the-art market partitioning methods 

to derive competitive sets in the lodging industry. It is helpful to review briefly some of the early 

motivations for finding and studying market “switching segments” in the marketing literature 

and “strategic groups” in the strategic management literature. 

 Bass (1974) first theorized that, given interbrand switching as a significant phenomenon 

in consumer markets, brand subsets (partitions) of any such market could be defined in terms of 

which subsets were chosen and switched among by which buyer population groups. These 

multiple-brand “switching segments” were, for analytical convenience, grouped back together in 

Bass’s derivation of the theory of stochastic brand choice. Methods of partitioning markets into 

mutually exclusive sets of alternatives—in which within-set switching was higher than across-set 

switching—were developed by Hemiter (1974) and Hendry (1976). These methods are described 

in Rubinson et al. (1980). 

 Market structure analysis based on interbrand switching has been pursued by a number of 

authors, including Hauser and Wisniewski (1982), Fraser and Bradford (1983), Grover and 

Srinivasan (1987) and Jain et al. (1990). Methods for “decomposing” market structure from 

measures of interbrand substitutability (such as switching proportions) vary, but currently in 

favor are those which employ latent structure analysis (see also Clogg 1971 and Arabie et al. 

1981). The easiest and most convenient latent structure application is to factor analyze the 

(unconditional) brand switching matrix1 and interpret the brand-specific loadings for the 

extracted factors in terms of market structure. High positive loadings (in excess of, say, .4) on the 

brands within a factor can normally be taken to indicate that these brands belong to the same 

competitive set (strong negative loadings seem to be rare in this type of analysis, and we did not 
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observe any in our applications). A persistent problem with this type of market structure analysis 

approach, however, is how to identify specific consumers and consumer characteristics (either 

deterministically or probabilistically) with the brand sets recovered from latent structure analysis. 

The solution to the problem which we propose here is to group brand purchases, instead of 

consumers, according to brand set. This approach is described in more detail in the section on 

data analysis. 

 

STRATEGIC GROUP STUDIES 

 To define “strategic groups,” we use Porter’s (1980) definition as a “group of firms in an 

industry following the same or similar strategy along the strategic dimensions” (p. 129). His list 

of dimensions incorporates marketing mix (4 P’s), but also includes several variables which 

characterize firms product scope, diversification and technologies. The ensuing empirical 

literature has stressed the latter, “supply side” characteristics of strategic groups (e.g., 

Fiegenbaum and Thomas 1990; McGee et al. 1989). This orientation has been cited as a key 

weakness by Nayyar (1989) in that demand-side variables (e.g., profiling market segments 

served by a strategic group of firms) are typically ignored. In an attempt to respond to this, our 

study derives strategic groups on the basis of brand switching. We assess the fit between 

strategic group theory and brand set partitions derived from consumer switching behavior in 

more detail in the discussion section. 

 

THE CONTEXT 

 Travel and tourism is the world’s largest industry comprising of 15 related businesses 

including airlines, railroads, lodging, restaurants, cruise lines, car rental firms, travel agents and 
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tour operators. This “industry” generated $2.5 trillion in gross output in 1989, employing about 

112 million people (World Travel and Tourism Council 1991). The lodging industry,2 an integral 

component of the tourism industry, generated over $50 billion in sales in the same period 

(American Hotel and Motel Association 1992). 

 In a recent report on competitive strategies for the international hotel industry, market 

segmentation, positioning and branding were identified as key issues for the future. The report 

indicated that, because of a general industry slowdown, a greater emphasis is now being placed 

on better selection and targeting of market segments and on brand identification and positioning 

with respect to one’s relevant competitive set or strategic group (The Economist Intelligence 

Unit 1991). 

 The context for this study is the U. S. hotel industry. This industry was selected for two 

chief reasons. First, it represents a substantial segment of the economy generating $40 billion in 

sales, employing about 1.64 million people (American Hotel and Motel Association 1991). 

Second, the hotel industry faces varying amounts of environmental uncertainty with nationwide 

capacity utilization (occupancy) at 61%, aggregate industry losses in excess of $2.7 billion, with 

60% of all hotels operating at a loss (Yoshihashi 1992). 

 

DATA AND RESEARCH STRATEGY 

 Our data were obtained through six monthly national sample surveys of National Family 

Organization (NFO) households.3 One respondent from each household was asked to report 

information on his or her lodging stays4 over the previous three months. The response rates from 

eligible respondents ranged between 65% and 70%. 
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 Respondents were included in the data base for this study only if they reported at least 

two lodging stays in the previous three month period. Further, only stays with one or more of the 

top 10 market share lodging brands were included in the Final sample. The reason for these 

screening criteria is that we needed to construct brand switching matrices (see Bass and Parsons 

1980) for the leisure and business lodging stay markets which include only a small number of 

lodging brands. Construction of such matrices requires counting either lodging brand switches or 

repeat stays for each respondent. Unless a respondent reports at least two consecutive stays, he or 

she cannot be included in such an analysis. Also, if many brands are included, the cell frequency 

counts become too small to produce a stable latent class analysis solution (see Appendix). 

 These screening principles favor inclusion of heavier users of national brands over lighter 

users and users of non-chain affiliated facilities. When we compared the final sample produced 

to the excluded pool of respondents reporting only one stay or stays other than with the top 10 

share brands, we found several significant differences in background variable measures, 

especially those related to income, education and product class usage. Thus, our generalizations 

are based only on the characteristics of the final sample, which on average can be said to 

purchase lodging stays eight or more times per year. The final sample contained 1464 business 

stays reported by 832 respondents and 883 leisure stays reported by 622 respondents. 

 For each respondent-stay, the following variables were measured: 

1. Lodging brand used (listed in date order). 

2. Purpose of lodging stays. These were reported either as one of ten “business stay” 

purposes such as convention attendance or as one of nine “leisure stay” purposes such 

as family vacation. Multi-purpose lodging stays were assigned to the category 

associated with their “major” purpose. 
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3. Characteristics of each stay reported, including number of days stayed, room price 

paid, a price/value rating and overall satisfaction rating of the lodging brand, and 

whether or not the current stay constituted a change of lodging brand from the 

previous stay. 

4. Characteristics of the respondent reporting each stay. These characteristics include 

number of business or leisure travel nights spent during the last 12 months in paid 

accommodations, age level (reported on a 1-5 scale), male and female head of 

household education level (1-7 scale), household income level (1-24 scale), 

household size (1-8 scale), and gender. 

Of the 10 brands used in the study, 8 are U. S. owned and one each is owned by the U. K. 

(Holiday Inn) and French (Motel 6) companies. 

 

DATA ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY 

 The procedures for constructing the lodging brand switching matrices for the business 

and leisure markets, deriving latent market segments from these matrices, assigning respondent 

stays to latent classes and summarizing stay and respondent characteristics are given in the 

Appendix. The general approach has been applied to switching data in a consumer products 

market by Grover and Srinivasan (1987) and by Jain, Bass and Chen (1990). The reader is 

referred to these papers as well for further technical details on the data analysis procedure used 

here. 

 It is important to note three important assumptions here. The first is that the buyer’s total 

number of lodging stays is independent of his/her choice probabilities of choosing particular 

brands. This is an assumption which is typical in stochastic brand choice theory-see Bass 1974. 
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The second is that within market segments-that is, as defined by latent classes derived from the 

switching data-the probability of choosing a given lodging brand is independent of the previous 

choice (also called the “zero order assumption”-see Bass 1974). One way of viewing this is that a 

consumer who purchases from a given set of brands is not likely to switch among them based on 

what he or she experiences on each stay. Rather, consumers know what to expect from, and are 

satisfied with, all of the brands in their restricted choice set about equally. The third assumption 

is that summarizing results in terms of “respondent-stays” provides more useful information 

instead of summarizing by respondents. The reason for this is to account for respondents’ 

reporting multiple stays. Examining the data at the level of the individual stay relieves us of 

having to aggregate over all stay characteristics for a given respondent On the other hand, this 

focusses on the “market of stay occasions” rather than the market of buyers, which is an 

important distinction from person-based approaches to segmentation and positioning. See 

Kamakura and Russell (1989) and the Appendix for further discussion of this theoretical 

distinction. 

 

RESULTS 

 As explained in the Appendix, we were able to derive a four-class solution for the 

business market and a three-class solution for the leisure market. Each of these latent class 

solutions is the “best fitting” portrayal of market segments and purchases of lodging brands by 

each segment. 

 Each latent class itself represents a given market segment as well as the brands generally 

purchased by that segment. Thus, we call the latent classes “brand/segments” in what follows 

(see also Grover and Srinivasan 1987). The latent class probabilities represent the share of the 
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total market purchased by each brand/segment. Within a brand/segment, the proportion of stays 

allocated to each brand can also be derived. Table 1 shows the results of this analysis for each 

market 

 The results of the latent class solutions provide some interesting information on 

competitive sets in the lodging industry. First, it is important to note that competitive set 

definition depends, to some extent, cm purchase occasion or, in this case, purpose of visit. For 

example, while Holiday Inn and Ramada compete directly for the business traveler market, 

Holiday Inn is competing primarily with Marriott, Hilton, Sheraton and Hyatt for the leisure 

traveler market. Second, brands belonging to more than one competitive set could mean some 

confusion regarding product positioning. For business travel, while Hyatt, Motel 6, and Super 8 

belong to only one business and one leisure category (perhaps more clearly positioned), the other 

seven brands belong to two competitive sets. In the leisure travel group, eight of the 10 brands 

belong to one competitive set, while two (Holiday Inn and Best Western) belong to two each. 

Thus, two possible strategic implications can be derived from this table. First, finding out which 

brand(s) you’re competing with, from the consumers’ purchase behavior, is a necessary first step 

in formulation of competitive marketing strategies. Second, the degree of clarity of a brand’s 

positioning, in terms of membership in one competitive set or a number of competitive sets, is 

one assessment of the brand’s overall positioning clarity. 

 For each latent class solution, each market segment can be further described in terms of 

the purposes of the lodging stays and in what frequencies they occur (Table 2), gender 

proportions of each segment (Table 3), sociodemographic characteristics of the respondents 

weighted by number of stays reported (Table 4), and characteristics of stays reported, including 
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the room price, number of days stayed, and stay satisfaction ratings (Table 5). These are reported 

below. 

 Where possible, statistical tests of the mean differences between market segments on 

these measures are shown in the tables. We applied one-tail, two-mean Z-tests to each mean 

variable between all possible segment mean pairs to test whether these ordered relationships are 

statistically significant. 

 The results of the customer profile for each competitive set provides strategically useful 

information for target marketing and development of marketing programs. For example, the data 

presented in Tables 1-5 suggest that business travel related competitive group 1 is made up of 

mostly first-class hotels that cater to the conference/meeting attending, mostly male, middle 

aged, educated, middle income, two person household, infrequent traveler, variety seeking, 

generally satisfied customer. Teachers and white collar professionals are potential market 

segments for this competitive set. Competitive group 2 on the other hand is made up of mid-scale 

hotels catering primarily to the salesman/consultant, modest education, middle income, three 

person household, regular traveler, brand loyal, finicky customer. Group 3 is made up of a mix of 

upscale and midscale hotels catering to the saleswoman/consultant, highly educated, affluent, 

two person household, frequent traveler, long staying, moderately loyal, generally satisfied 

customer. Group 4 is made up of economy hotels that cater to the sales/stopover traveler, mostly 

male, older, less educated, lower income, larger household, infrequent traveler, frequent 

switcher, less satisfied customer. Each of the four brand/segments suggest specific marketing 

strategies that are likely to be successful based on the market profile. The purchase decision for 

business brand/segment is probably predetermined by the conference/meeting organizers. 

Consequently, the “influencer” needs to be targeted to generate business. Few brand/segment 2, 
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consistency of accommodations and loyalty rewards (frequent guest awards) are probably key 

considerations. For brand/segment 3, services and security are probably paramount 

considerations in choosing a hotel. For brand/segment 4, a “deal” and basic facilities are likely to 

motivate a purchase decision. 

 A similar analysis can be conducted for the three competitive sets identified for the 

leisure travelers. The categories in this are fairly clear cut with mostly first class hotels in the 

first set, midscale hotels in the second, and economy hotels in the third. The differences among 

the three brand/ segments are not as marked as in the business category. Group 1 represents a 

younger group, on a short getaway, visiting family/friends type of trip customer. Group 2 is a 

more traditional, vacation oriented, mostly male, older, less educated customer. The only 

variable that separates Group 3 from the others is a higher propensity to switch, perhaps related 

to their patronage of lower price hotels. Specific marketing strategies few these three brand 

segments could include getaway weekend packages for the first group, all inclusive value 

package vacations for the second, and off-season low price deals for the third. 

 In this paper we have implemented an established method few analyzing market share 

and brand switching responses within a service market-the lodging industry. Specifically, we 

have done the following: 

1. Calculated latent market brand/segments, along with within-class values for market 

share for the top 10 share lodging brands. Using this type of analysis, interbrand 

competitive strengths and positioning can be quantified and compared. 

2. Shown that competitive sets can and do vary according to consumer- based measures 

such as usage context, usage level, price paid, post-purchase satisfaction and various 

demographic measures. This, to our knowledge, is the first time these relationships 
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have been drawn among latent brand/segments, not only for a service, but for any 

product class. 

 

DISCUSSION 

 In chapter 7 of Competitive Strategy, Porter (1980) discusses how the market structure of 

an industry forms cm the basis of dimensions such as brand identification, product quality and 

price positioning. This results in a “mapping” of the industry into strategic groups. Similarly, an 

analysis of consumer purchase patterns relating to choices among competing brands can provide 

partitions or brand segments. We have shown here that in the lodging industry, competitive sets 

can be derived on the basis of brand choices made by different market segments. 

 The derivation of competitive sets of hotel brands based on brand switching provides us 

with information that can be utilized in strategically useful ways. Drawing from the findings of 

our analysis, marketing strategies for individual hotel brands can be formulated. In terms of 

overall positioning, in business brand/segment 2, Holiday Inn is the clear leader and Ramada is a 

much smaller player. At the time of this writing, Ramada had a very aggressive television 

advertising campaign targeted to the business traveler (on CNN) with the slogan: Ramada’s In, 

Holiday’s Out. While a discussion of the merits of the actual advertising campaign are beyond 

the scope of this article, strategically the idea is supported by our analysis. 

 In addition, brand switching-based competitive sets can be used to formulate specific 

marketing mix strategies. Identification of key attributes, comparing attributes among competing 

brands, and new product developments are ways in which this competitive grouping can be used. 

Super 8 and Motel 6 compete directly for same business and leisure brand/segments. It would 

follow then, that these two brands should seek to differentiate themselves primarily from each 
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other. Price category membership and competitive pricing also depend on the competitive set. 

While Rama- da competes with Holiday Inn for brand/segment 2, it also competes with Marriott 

and Hilton for brand/segment 3. This would suggest that, in certain locations, Ramada has the 

potential to obtain a premium price for its facilities. Competitive sets based on brand switching 

can also be used to identify segment based benefits to highlight in advertising. Marriott, a major 

contender for business brand/segment 3, offers fast check-in and speedy room service, key 

benefits for the upscale, frequent female traveler profiled earlier in brand/segment 3. Distribution 

strategies can also be formulated based on a combination of competitive set/segment profile 

information. While they are in the same competitive set, Super 8 has a toll-free number while 

Motel 6 does not. Additionally, Motel 6 generally charges less than Super 8 (Slogan: The lowest 

price of any national chain), claiming it is passing on the saving to the customer. While they are 

similar in size, Motel 6 has twice Super 8’s share in the price sensitive leisure brand/segment 3. 

 

A BROADENED VIEW OF COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS FOR THE HOTEL INDUSTRY 

 Strategic management and marketing scholars writing on the subject of competitive 

analysis have been quite critical of the state-of-the-art as represented in their own streams of 

literature. In the strategic management literature a number of authors have suggested enriching 

the current conceptualization of strategic groups to include demand-side variables (Nayyar, 

1989), market segment variables (Cool and Dierickx, 1993), and a focus on competitive groups 

(Reger and Huff, 1993). Earlier we pointed out that scanner data does not provide product usage 

context or customer satisfaction data to enable us to analyze purchase behavior more 

meaningfully. In this study we have attempted to extend the streams of literature on strategic 

groups and market partitions of lodging brands by describing a brand-switching based strategic 
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grouping which we are calling competitive sets. Each of the competitive sets derived from the 

data has a distinct group of brands and a market segment associated with that group. Cognitively, 

competitive sets can also be thought of as an average customer’s post-purchase consideration set; 

a group of brands from which a customer actually chooses. It is this set of brands that should be 

used in formulating the basics of a lodging brand’s competitive marketing strategy. 

 

LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY 

 It should be noted that these data do not separate out the effects of lack of availability of a 

lodging brand at a chosen travel destination. In other words, does a “switch” occur when the 

traveler wants to switch or when his or her preferred brand is not available (either for lack of 

locational convenience or available rooms)? Although we cannot, from the available data, derive 

a purely volitional measure of switching, we argue that our switching partitions are more realistic 

in that they include the effect of limited availability of some brands while other measures (such 

as those based on stated preferences) do not. Additional limitations of this study have to do with 

potential reporting biases in the survey results. As in all survey data, there is the potential for 

recall error to occur, either through systematic bias (e.g., customers with lower levels of 

satisfaction might tend to “remember” having paid higher prices) or random inaccuracies (e.g., 

one lodging stay out of several a respondent has made might be forgotten and hence go 

unreported). 
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DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

 We hope that our contribution will stimulate further empirical research among hospitality 

marketing scholars in the area of competitive analysis. Some potentially fruitful questions 

include: 

A. What different ways are there to handle usage context? We have classified consumers 

into business and leisure travellers here for illustration. The purposes of lodging stays, 

however, can be viewed as much more idiosyncratic and allow for much finer distinctions 

among consumer and purchase types. 

B. How do competitive sets change over time? With appropriate replication of the 

partitioning method, the same lodging brands could be analyzed for a different time 

period. Results from the analysis of longitudinal data might indicate how competitive 

positioning changes over time. 

C. What are the performance implications of competitive set membership? Based on a 

definition of high and low performing groups, marketing strategy for repositioning hotel 

brands can be formulated. 

 

 Implicit in questions B and C is the issue of how the attributes of hotels might concur 

within or differ across competitive sets. We have thus far identified only the attribute of price as 

a differentiating factor. However, even though this factor may covary with many others (e.g., 

quality of rooms and other facilities) more extensive data on other attributes-both tangible and 

intangible-would provide a more complete competitive picture. To the extent that customers 

trade off price for other features, information on these other features would allow hotel marketers 
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to generate competitive positions on a true attribute-by-attribute basis, instead of relying 

exclusively on price image or price discounting (cf. Wind et al. 1989). 

 There are many fertile areas of future empirical research for this and other hospitality-

based industries. We expect that this study will promote such research, which will eventually 

provide hospitality marketing scholarship with a strong empirical foundation for the study of 

competition. 
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NOTES 

1. This matrix contains elements (i, j), where the (i, j)th entry contains the number of times 

a purchase of brand j follows a purchase of brand i for the same consumer. 

2. The term “lodging” here refers to any commercial (i.e., paid-for) overnight 

accommodations away from home. This can include facilities such as trailer parks and 

boarding houses. We use this construct rather than “hotels and motels” throughout, to 

indicate the full range of choices available to travelers. 

3. The lodging survey data are collected on an ongoing basis by D. K. Shifflett and 

Associates as part of their Directions Travel Intelligence System™. Their system uses an 

N.F.O. ombudsman survey panel. 

4. A “lodging stay” is defined as one purchase of overnight accommodations for one or 

more nights. A “stay” thus constitutes one brand choice on one purchase occasion. 
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Table 1. Latent class (brand/segment) solutions for each market. 
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Table 2. Purpose of travel for each market. 
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Table 3. Gender differences by brand/segment. 
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Table 4. Sociodemographic differences. 
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Table 4 con’t 
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Table 5. Stay/product class usage characteristics. 
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Table 5 con’t 
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APPENDIX 

Latent class analysis of lodging chain switching behavior 

Switching Data. The data were recorded by D. K. Shifflet & Associates from their 1989 

survey of the NFO panel of households about their recent (i.eM most recent three months) 

choices of overnight accommodations. On the survey questionnaire, respondents list names of 

lodging chains, number of nights stayed, number of trips taken, room prices paid, purpose of 

travel, and other measures relevant to their recent travel behavior. By ordering the lodging stays 

by date, it is possible for us to count, for those travellers who reported more than one stay, the 

number of two-stay “switches” between the top ten share lodging chains. Separately for 

(primarily) business stays and (primarily) leisure stays, we constructed matrices, shown in Table 

Al, of switching frequencies for these chains. 

Starting values of latent class segments and within-class purchase probabilities. 

Derivation of latent clustering solutions usually requires the analyst to input starting values 

(guesses) of all parameters. The parameters in this case are purchase probabilities (shares of the 

market) represented by each latent class of customers and, within each latent class, purchase 

probabilities of brands for customers within that class. 

Based on early work in decomposing consumer-based competitive brand measures (e.g., 

Fraser and Bradford 1983), more recent researchers in latent class analysis have tended to use 

exploratory principal-components factor analysis of the observed switching proportions to derive 

initial guesses for these starting values (e.g., Jain et al. 1990). Since principal components 

analysis requires a symmetric, positive, semi-definite matrix for input, we averaged the upper 

and lower off-diagonals and divided all cells by the total number of purchases reported in the 

matrix to get matrices of symmetric switching proportions. A Pearson’s chi-square test of 
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differences between the resulting symmetric matrices and their original counteiparts is not 

significant at any reasonable level, implying that the averaging approach used is statistically 

acceptable. 

Principal component analyses which treat the switching proportions as covariances (but 

generate solutions based on the implied correlation matrices) were run for two, three, four and 

five components for each of the switching matrices (business and leisure markets). A maximum 

of five components was chosen primarily because it corresponded to a scree test of eigenvalues. 

However, as explained below, this cutoff was low enough to lead us to an optimum final latent 

class solution for each market. 

After varimax rotation, “high” loadings within each component should, in principle, 

reflect brands among which there is more switching by a segment of customers “represented” by 

that component (see Jain et al. for the rationale behind this interpretation). This, in effect, 

produces a set of “brand/segments,” which can be interpreted as segments of customers who tend 

to patronize a small group of brands. Since the component loadings yield only an initial estimate 

of brand partitions, however, it is necessary to run a latent class analysis to satisfy the true 

notions of segment membership probabilities and within-segment purchase probabilities. 

Interpretation of which loadings are “high” depends on the cutoff values selected by the 

analyst In our case, we selected a “liberal” value (.25) for which we could confidently say that 

the particular brands identified by these loadings have some chance of competing across 

brand/segment partitions. The selection of this starting value was based on the distribution of the 

absolute value of the loadings from all of the principal component analyses initially run. This 

distribution is portrayed in Figure 1. 
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It can be seen from Figure 1 that an “elbow” drop in the distribution occurs at .25. This 

type of visual drop is often employed in the analysis of eigenvalues to determine a useful number 

of factors to extract. The interpretation behind an analogous “elbow” tool here is that, as in the 

typical scree test, no more information is gained by going to a higher cutoff, while a potential 

loss of information occurs by going to a lower cutoff (in the sense of accepting as valid more of 

the lower-end, potentially spurious loadings). Hence, we used .25 as the loading cutoff to 

identify in which multiple partitions brands might compete. 

To determine the starting values for the latent class probabilities we first constructed a 

temporary mutually exclusive partitioning of brands based on the maximum loading of each 

brand across the components. Starting values for the latent class probabilities were then set equal 

to the summed market shares of brands within each resulting brand/segment. 

The next step was to estimate starting values for the within-class brand probabilities. 

First, all brands with loadings less than .25 were “forced” to have within-class probabilities of 

zero. (The latter selection is important for determining what effect restrictions, which are 

generally required for model identification in this type of analysis, might have on the terminal 

solution. In our case, the appealing “face” value of the results support the use of this cutoff 

criteria.) Starting values for the within-class probabilities for each brand, within its 

component(s), were then set equal to the relative proportion of loading to the sum of the 

nonnegative component loadings. The component loadings used to generate starting values for 

the final latent class analysis for each market are shown in Table A2. 

Selecting the latent class solutions from among the two, three, four and five class 

solutions for each market. Several statistical and judgmental criteria can be used to select the 

number of latent classes for this type of data (see Grover and Srinivasan 1987, Jain et al. 1990). 
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In our case, we were first interested in choosing solutions which were not sensitive to moderate 

changes in the starting values (see McCutcheon 1987 for a discussion of this critical issue). This 

is true (despite our care in selecting initial starting values) because several of the cells of the 

switching matrices have zero frequency. Under these conditions, it is more possible for the 

likelihood function to become nonconcave, the greater the distance of the starting values from 

the global maximum (see Clogg and Eliason 1987). 

Upon perturbing the starting values initially chosen, we found that the four-segment 

solution for the business market and the three-segment solution for the leisure market provided 

the largest number of segments while still providing convergence to the same final parameter 

estimates. We then chose, from among these “feasible” latent class solutions, one for each 

market which provided the minimum values of Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC; see Akaike 

1974)-a measure of the magnitude of the final likelihood function penalized for the number of 

parameters used. The values of AIC and indications of sensitivity to starting values are shown in 

Table A3. 

Assignment of respondent lodging stays to latent classes and generation of summary 

statistics by latent class. It was necessary, for each latent class, to summarize lodging stay 

characteristics and respondent background measures associated with each stay represented in the 

switching matrices for each market. Because the observations classified into frequency cells of a 

brand switching matrix are actually “stay-pairs’’-that is, the number of pairwise switches from 

one lodging brand to another were counted for each cell-posterior assignment of observations to 

the most “likely” latent class are made by cell. This means that each stay-pair is assigned to one 

of the latent classes on the basis of which cell in the switching matrix it belongs to. If an 

observed stay-pair is Holiday Inn-Best Western, for example, and the most likely latent class 
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probability for this cell is that of latent class number two, then all observations within that cell 

are assigned to latent class number two. 

The rule for assignment is the Bayesian posterior probability (see McCutcheon 1987): 

 

P(Class=I|cell i j)=P(i,j,I)/ΣP(i,j,K) 

 

For all latent classes K and switching frequencies i j. Once the stay-pairs are assigned to latent 

classes, all characteristics of the current stay in the stay-pair can be summarized statistically. 

The advantage of this approach is that stays are examined individually and the sample 

results thus summarize information on stays rather than on buyers (the only exception we make 

is in the reported number of business and leisure stay-nights per year, which are reported for 

buyers who are for this purpose only assigned to latent classes on the basis of their most recent 

stay.) Thus we allow buyers to belong to more than one latent class, depending on which of their 

stay-pairs are assigned to which latent classes. This approach corresponds to recent segmentation 

theory which holds that buyers should not necessarily be assigned to mutually exclusive 

segments (see Kamakura and Russell 1989). The disadvantage is that we must assume that 

purchases by individuals are independent over stay occasions. As it turns out, 62% of business-

stay respondents and 73% of leisure-stay respondents used to construct the switching matrices do 

not report more than the minimum of two stays, so the assignment of stays, as opposed to 

respondents, to latent classes may not substantially affect the summary statistics. However, this 

is the only way to take advantage of all the stay information available. Evidence in support of an 

assumption of independence of with- in-respondent stays currently awaits future research. 
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Summary. The procedure used to determine which latent class solutions to select can be 

summarized as follows: 

1. The switching matrix is input to a principal components factor analysis. 

2. The component loadings are used to estimate starting values of the parameters for the 

latent class analysis. 

3. The latent class solutions considered are restricted to those which do not exhibit 

sensitivity to starting values. 

4. From among the solutions considered, we choose the one with the minimum AIC. 

5. Using the chosen latent class solution, cells in the switching frequency matrix are 

assigned to latent classes on the basis of their Bayesian posterior probability for those 

classes. Summary statistics can then be generated for each class and for each type of 

market. 
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Table A1. Switching matrices derived from repeat lodging purchases in Shifflet & 

Associates survey data. 
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Table A2. Principal component factor loadings derived from switching matrices. 
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Table A3. Latent class solutions by sensitivity to starting values and Akaike’s information 

criteria (AIC). 
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Figure 1. Distribution of absolute loading values used to compute starting values. 

 


